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Evolution of Compute and Development 
Methodologies   

•  Both processes evolved over time, with a 
similar pathway 

•  Technology advances helped drive speed in 
both arenas 

•  Pivotal concepts also helped “break norms” 
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•! Each application was “racked 

and stacked” 

•! Each box housed a dedicated 
database, dedicated service  
•! Web Services 
•! Email 
•! Authentication 



Waterfall 



•  Introduced the Theory of 
Constraints (TOC) concept 

•  Process of Ongoing Improvement 
•  Critical Chain Project Management 

(CCPM) 
•  First published in 1984 



Then	came	Virtualiza4on	
•  The process of creating logical computing resources 

from available physical resources 
•  Layer of abstraction between workloads and the 

underlying physical hardware via Hypervisor 
•  Allowed for many to one, physical server usage 

optimized 
	





Agile 
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The Phoenix Project 
3 Ways of DevOps 

Strategies for Improving  
Operations 



Container Threat Modeling Container Threat Modeling 



●  Authen4ca4on	A:acks	against		Host	
●  Docker	Daemon	Direct	Access	
●  Trojanized	Docker	Images	
●  Exposure	of	Private	Docker	 Registry	
●  ARP	Spoofing	
●  Docker	Registry	Cer4ficate	Spoofing	
●  Insecure	Docker	API	configura4on	

Spoofing 



●  Trojanized	Docker	Image	
●  Docker	Daemon	Direct	Access	
●  Docker	Daemon	Configura4on	A:acks	
●  Docker	Registry	Cer4ficate	Spoofing	
●  Content	Trust	
●  Host	File	System	Integrity		Breaches	
●  Docker	Daemon	Tampering	Host	Network	 Configura4ons	

Tampering 



Repudiation 

●  No	Audit/Delete	Audit	Docker	 Images	

●  Docker	Daemon	API	Logs	-	 Compromise	

●  Host	File	System	Integrity		Breaches	



Information Disclosure 

●  Secrets	being	disclosed	to	outside	en44es	

●  Exposed	Ports	and	 Services	

●  Network	Traffic	Compromise	



Denial of Service 

●  CPU/Memory	Exhaust	

●  Network	Exhaust	

●  HDD	Exhaust	



Elevation of Privileges 

●  Container	Breakout	

●  Container	Privileges	

●  Container	Services	-	Compromise	



DevOps 



Containers managed individually.. 



 Led to Orchestration 







And Finally, Serverless! 









DevSecOps 



Continuous Build, Integration and Delivery– 
Foundational and Automated (CI/CD) 



Example CI/CD pipeline with AppSec addition 



Great place to start! 
DevSecOps Studio is one of its kind, self contained DevSecOps environment/
distribution to help individuals in learning DevSecOps concepts. It takes lots of 
efforts to setup the environment for training/demos and more often, its error 
prone when done manually. DevSecOps Studio is easy to get started and is 
mostly automatic. 
 
DevSecOps Studio project aims to reduce the time to bootstrap the environment 
and help you in concentrating on learning/teaching DevSecOps practices. 
 
Features: 
•!Easy to setup environment with just one command “vagrant up” 
•!Teaches Security as Code, Compliance as Code, Infrastructure as Code 
•!With built-in support for CI/CD pipeline 
•!OS hardening using ansible 
•!Compliance as code using Inspec 
•!QA security using ZAP, BDD-Security and Gauntlt 
•!Static tools like bandit, brakeman, windbags, gitrob, gitsecrets 
•!Security Monitoring using ELK stack. 
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